Development of an RSA calibration system with improved accuracy and precision.
In this study, a new radiostereometric analysis (RSA) calibration cage was developed with the aim of improving the accuracy and precision of RSA. This development consisted of three steps: a numerical simulation technique was first used to design the new cage; a synthetic imaging method was then implemented to predict the performance of the designed cage before it was actually fabricated; and an experimental phantom test was finally conducted to verify the actual performance of the new cage and compare with two currently widely used cages. Accuracy was calculated as the 95% prediction intervals from regression analyses between the measured and actual displacements, and precision was defined as the standard deviation of repeated measurements. The final experimental phantom tests showed that the accuracy and precision of the new calibration cage were improved by about 40% over an existing biplanar cage and by about 70% compared to a uniplanar cage design. This new cage can be used with any skeletal joints, in either static or kinematic examination, which is helpful for the standardization of the RSA application.